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Learn Java 12 Programming: A step-by-step guide to learning essential concepts in Java SE 10, 11, and 12Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide to get started with Java and gain insights into major concepts such as object-oriented, functional, and reactive programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Strengthen your knowledge of important programming concepts and the latest features in Java
	
			Explore core...
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Recent Advances in Communication Infrastructure: Proceedings of ICPCCI 2019 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers selected research papers presented at the International Conference on Power, Control and Communication Infrastructure 2019 (ICPCCI 2019), organized by the Institute of Infrastructure, Technology, Research and Management (IITRAM), Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India, on July 4–5, 2019. It presents technological...
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MCSE Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure: Exam 70-293 Study GuideSyngress Publishing, 2003
The MCSE Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure (Exam 70-293) Study Guide is a one-of-a-kind integration of text, and Web-based exam simulation and remediation. This system gives you 100% coverage of the official Microsoft 70-293 exam objectives.

	Completely Guaranteed Coverage of All...
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Java Network Programming, Third EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Java's growth over the last 10 years has been  nothing short of phenomenal. Given Java's rapid rise  to prominence and the even more spectacular growth of the Internet,  it's a little surprising that network programming in  Java is still so mysterious to so many. It doesn't  have to be. In fact, writing network programs in Java...
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Next Generation Wireless Systems and NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Next Generation Wireless Systems and Networks offers an expert view of cutting edge Beyond 3rd Generation (B3G) wireless applications. This self-contained reference combines the basics of wireless communications, such as 3G wireless standards, spread spectrum and CDMA systems, with a more advanced level research-oriented...
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Microsoft(r) Windows(r) 2000 Server Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2000
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 2000 SERVER ADMINISTRATOR'S COMPANION brings network administrators, systems engineers, and other MIS professionals up to speed on the latest features of Windows 2000 Server, including Active Directory(tm) services, Microsoft Internet Information Server 4.0, the new, integrated console for administrative tools, and more. It's the...
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Packet Filtering: Catching the Cool PacketsPodbooks, 2002
This book covers the basic through advanced methods of filtering on hack traffic, ICMP traffic, IP fragments, subnet traffic and more. If you want to know how to build filters to capture specific application traffic based on its signature, this is the book for you. Includes instructions for capturing 'data theft' using signatures rather than...
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Practical Hacking Techniques and CountermeasuresAuerbach Publications, 2006
Examining computer security from the hacker's perspective, Practical Hacking Techniques and Countermeasures employs virtual computers to illustrate how an attack is executed, including the script, compilation, and results. 

It provides detailed screen shots in each lab for the reader to follow along in a step-by-step process in order to...
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Cisco ISP EssentialsCisco Press, 2002
A comprehensive guide to the best common practices for Internet service providersLearn the best common practices for configuring routers on the Internet from experts who helped build the InternetGain specific advice through comprehensive coverage of all Cisco routers and current versions of Cisco IOS SoftwareUnderstand the Cisco IOS tools essential...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Certification Passport, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Get on the road to becoming A+ certified with this concise, affordable study tool. Certification training guru Mike Meyers along with Martin Acuna will guide you on your career path, providing expert tips and sound advice along the way. With an intensive focus on only what you need to know to pass the test, this Certification Passport...
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Algorithm Design for Networked Information Technology SystemsSpringer, 2003

	Networked information technology (NIT) systems are synonymous with network-centric or net-centric systems and constitute the cornerstone of the fast-growing information age. NIT systems' field of application ranges from the traditional worldwide telecommunication systems, banking and financial transactions, on-line travel reservation...
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IP-Traffic Theory and Performance (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
This book presents different approaches in IP traffic theory and classifies them, especially towards applications in the Internet. It comprises the state of the art in this area, which is currently presented only by numerous research papers and overview articles.
The book provides an ideal starting point for detailed studies of traffic analysis...
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